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the accuracy of the prior. Sometimes, a small shift in the prior can cause performances to collapse [7]. So that, according to [8], with an unknown prior, the best stationary strategies are stochastic. This phenomenon, known as synchronization, has been extensively studied [9, 10]. Secondly, these strategies are open-loop, meaning the scheduling algorithm does not depend on past measurements. Recently, in [11], authors studied what they called dynamic scheduling or equivalently closed loop strategies. Similarly, in [12], authors proposed a strategy able to learn through Bayesian filtering the radar sweeping period. In this paper, we model scanning strategies as a sequential decision problem where the goal is to optimize the total number of interceptions. Each radar illumination pattern is modeled by a predictive state representation (PSR) learnt from past observations. Thus, at each time step, the next frequency band is chosen to both increase the number of interceptions and improve radar models accuracy. Hence, we designed our strategy to deal with exploration and exploitation. The algorithm is finally evaluated on synthetic data.



1. INTRODUCTION



2. BACKGROUND



In Electronic Support, a receiver must monitor a wide frequency spectrum in which threatening emitters operate. A common approach is to use sensors with high sensitivity but a narrow bandwidth. To maintain surveillance over the whole spectrum, the sensor has to sweep between frequency bands but requires a scanning strategy. Search strategies are usually designed prior to the mission using an approximate knowledge of illumination patterns. This often results in open-loop policies that cannot take advantage of previous observations. As pointed out in past researches, these strategies lack of robustness to the prior. We propose a new closed loop search strategy that learns a stochastic model of each radar using predictive state representations. The learning algorithm benefits from the recent advances in spectral learning and rank minimization using nuclear norm penalization.



In times of crisis, controlling the electromagnetic environment is a critical part of any modern military action. For example, radars are widely used to track aircrafts and military vehicles, to capture images, or to guide missiles. Electronic support (ES) is the branch of electronic warfare (EW) that refers to passive detection and analysis of electromagnetic radiation in order to shape the tactical situation and engage countermeasures like jamming or launching flares. An ES system involves a long signal processing chain whose main steps are interception of electromagnetic activities, radar pulses deinterleaving, reconstructed signals analysis, and finally emitters identification. This paper focuses on the intercept of signals. In our setting, electromagnetic activities are captured with a super heterodyne (SH) receivers. A SH receiver has a narrow bandwidth and a high sensitivity allowing a better detection of low power signals. Because of hardware costs, the number of SH receivers in an ES system is limited. Thus, only a small portion of the frequency spectrum can be monitored simultaneously. By sweeping across frequency bands, the SH receiver can cover the whole spectrum. A scanning strategy describes which frequency bands have to be visited as well as when and for how long. A common approach to design scanning strategies is to use prior knowledge gathered by electronic intelligence about radars likely to be encountered during the mission. The scheduling algorithm is then tuned to achieve high performances measured by probabilities of interception [1, 2, 3] (PoI) or mean intercept times [4, 5, 6]. These strategies have two drawbacks. First, they strongly rely on c 978-1-4673-7454-5/15/$31.00 2015 IEEE



2.1. Radar Signals and Search Strategies In our setting, both the receiver and emitters are scanning. Interceptions happen when the main beam of an emitter is directed toward the receiver which, in turn, has to be listening in the right frequency band for a sufficient amount of time. The scanning pattern of an emitter depends on his type of antenna. Mechanical antennas produce periodic illuminations of the receiver, whereas more sophisticated emitters use electronic beam steering that can produce more or less random patterns. However, due to their scanning function electronic beam steering antennas produce roughly periodic illuminations. In addition, even for mechanical antennas, there are many sources of randomness in the period. So, we model illumination patterns as on/off periodic signals with a uniform jitter on the period. Here, the scanning strategy is viewed as planning into a partially observable stochastic decision process where a learning agent has to decide among actions given observations. In this framework, at each time step, an action stands for listening one frequency band and observations to interceptions or silences. In ES, a first key operational requirement is the ability to detect or intercept radars in the shortest possible time. This requirement is usually met by sweeping rapidly across frequency bands. Once intercepted for a first time, a second key operational requirement is to monitor threatening radars in order to maintain a good knowledge of the tactical situation. For the sensor, this second requirement is met if the scanning strategy is tuned to intercept every successive illuminations. Open-loop strategies focus



only on the first requirement and usually waste time in intercepting known nonthreatening radars to the detriment of new or threatening ones. In the sequel, time is discretized such that the time step is long enough to intercept any radar signals. We assume existence of a processing step that associates intercepted signals to radars. 2.2. Spectrum Opportunities in Cognitive Radio Networks Opportunistic Spectrum Access (OSA) in cognitive radio networks is a closely related problem. In this problem, the network is compound of a certain number of channels corresponding to different frequency bands, each owned by a primary user to communicate. A set of secondary users is allowed to transmit at a particular time and location when and where the primary users are not active. In decentralized cognitive networks secondary users have to learn the emitting pattern of primary users to find opportunities in the spectrum. This problem can be formulated as a multi-user multi-armed bandit problem [23, 26], where each channel is modeled as a i.i.d. process. More complicated settings assumed that channels evolve in a Markovian way, [24]. The quality of a strategy is measured by the regret with respect to the same strategy that would have a perfect knowledge of the channels’ statistics. However, these works focus mainly on fixed strategies choosing the best channel, while better results could be achieve with dynamic strategies allowed to switch between frequency bands. In [25, 27], authors derive the notion of strong regret corresponding to dynamic strategies. They propose algorithms achieving a low regret, assuming the channels evolve in Markov way. Although closely related, these works cannot be applied to our problem because in electronic support each frequency band is partially observable. For example, even with the knowledge of radars emitting patterns, if at a particular time in a frequency band no illumination is observed, one cannot predict when the next one will occur. To modeled these partially observable processes, we use linear predictive state representations, presented in the next section. 2.3. Linear Predictive State Representation A predictive state is a sufficient statistic of past events to predict the future. Let A be a discrete set of actions and O a discrete set of observations, an history ht := (a1 , o1 , a2 , o2 , ..., at , ot ) is a succession of taking actions and observations received since system started up to time t. Let P (ot+1 |at+1 , ht ) be the probability of observing ot+1 after taken action at+1 and observing history ht . We call a test τt+1 := (at+1 , ot+1 , at+2 , ot+2 , ..., at+p , ot+p ) of size p a succession of p action-observation pairs in the future. We write τ ao for a test built by concatenation of a test τ followed by an action a and an observation o. We denote by τ A the sequence of actions and τ O the sequence of observations of τ . Similarly, a history can be divided between observations hO and actions hA . In linear Predictive State Representations (PSRs), introduced in [22], the probability of any future can be written as a linear combination of the occurrence probabilities of a small set of tests given the current history. These tests are called core tests. Thus, in the current history ht , thepredictive state, denoted by mt , can be defined from any set Q := τ1 , ..., τ|Q| of core tests, as a vector of conditional probabilities of these tests given the current history ht : h  i mt := P τiO ht , τiA



τi ∈Q



,



More generally, we say that a set of tests T is core if and only if we can define a predictive state such that for any test τ , there exists rTτ



verifying, for any history ht ,   P τ O ht , τ A = with mTt



=



>



rTτ mTt , h  i P τiO ht , τiA



τi ∈T



.



 O A Let Mao := [r> τi ao ]i = [P τi ht , τi ]i be the matrix built by > stacking the row vectors rτi ao for each test in the core set, then we have h  i P τiO o ht , τiA a = [r> τi ao ]i mt = Mao mt . τi ∈Q



m> ∞



Let a normalization vector such that ∀t m> ∞ mt = 1, then prediction of the next observation given the next action can be done by, h  i O A P (o|a, ht ) = m> = m> ∞ P τi o ht , τi a ∞ Mao mt , (1) τi ∈Q



where the normalization vector is marginalizing out the  probability of the state from the joint probability P τiO o τiA a, ht . We can now perform a state update through Bayesian filtering. After executing action a and observing o, we have, i h  mt+1 = P τiO ht+1 , τiA τ ∈Q h  ii O A = P τi ht , o, τi a τi ∈Q " # P τiO o ht , τiA a = P (o|ht , τiA a) (2) τi ∈Q " # O A P τi o ht , τi a = by causality P (o|a, ht ) τi ∈Q " # r> Mao mt τi ao mt = = > . m> m∞ Mao mt ∞ Mao mt τi ∈Q



We denote by m? the initial predictive state, where we assumed that the system starts in a random state drawn from its stationary distribution. The vectors m? , m∞ and the matrices Mao define the PSR parameters. We say that a core set is minimal if the occurrence probability of each test cannot be written as a linear combination of probabilities of other tests in the set. In the sequel, Q stands for a minimal core set. Note that predicting (1) and filtering (2) equations are invariant to any linear invertible transformation J of the parameters. Let, b∞ := Jm∞ , Bao := JMao J −1 ,



b? := Jm? ,



we still have that P (o|a, ht ) = b> ∞ Bao bt ,



bt+1 =



Bao bt . b> ∞ Bao bt



These new parameters define a transformed version of the PSR, refereed to as the Transformed PSR (TPSR [13]). So, starting with a non minimal core set of tests T , one can recover the PSR parameters up to a linear transformation by spectral decomposition [14]. First, let’s define the following probability vector and joint probabilities matrices, h  i A PH = P hO ∈ IR|H| , i hi i h  i O A A PT ,H = P hO ∈ IR|T |×|H| , j , τi hj , τi i,j h  i O A A ∀a, o PT ,ao,H = P hO ∈ IR|T |×|H| . j , τi o hj , τi a i,j



In [14], authors proved that PT ,H and PT ,ao,H have rank at most d := |Q|. In addition, they showed that if, U, S, V = SVDd (PT ,H ),



(3)



where SVDd is the thin singular value decomposition (SVD), in a way that U contains only the columns associated to the d largest > singular values, then, J = U > R with R = [rTτi ]i is an invertible † linear transformation. In addition, noting by X = (X > X)−1 X > the Moore pseudo-inverse of a matrix X, we have, b? = U > PT ,H 1, b> ∞ ∀ao



=



(4)



> PH (U > PT ,H )† , >



>



(5) †



Bao = U PT ,ao,H (U PT ,H ) .



In contrast to the previous approaches, PˆT ,H and all PˆT ,ao,H matrices are used for subspace identification. First, we build matrices F and Fˆ of size |T | × (|H| (1 + |A| |O|)) by stacking all these matrices as follows,   F = PT ,H , PT ,a1 o1 ,H , . . . , PT ,a|A| o|O| ,H   Fˆ = PˆT ,H , PˆT ,a1 o1 ,H , . . . , PˆT ,a|A| o|O| ,H Notice that the linear property of the PSR implies that F is low rank. Precisely, d := rank(F P ) = rank(PT ,H ). Let kXk? = i σ(X)i be the nuclear norm and kXkf rob the Frobenius norm of a matrix X, we define the following rank minimization problem



(6) rank(F ) 







subject to F − Fˆ min



As bt is a sufficient statistic to predict the outcome of any test, we called it the belief at time t. Equations (1) to (6) still hold when working with features of tests φT and histories φH [14]. The matrices PH , PT ,H , and PT ,ao,H will no longer contain probabilities but rather expected values of features or products of features. We can recover the probability matrices using indicator functions of tests and histories as features. h i h i > A A A PH = E φH , PT ,H = E φTt φH ht , τt , t ht t i h > ∀a, o PT ,ao,H = E φTt+1 φH at = a, ot = o . t 3. THE LEARNING ALGORITHM The underlying idea of spectral learning is to start with a large set of tests T such that it is core; then by spectral decomposition to recover the PSR parameters up to a linear transformation as described in the previous section. In practice, the set T is constructed from all fixedsize sequences of action-observation pairs appearing in the learning trajectory. Same is done to build the set of histories H. The algorithm works by building empirical estimators PˆH , PˆT ,H and PˆT ,ao,H of the matrices PH , PT ,H and PT ,ao,H . Usually, to gather independent samples, the system must allow to be reset. When reset is not available [15], approximate estimators can be built from a single trajectory by dividing it into subsequences. This approach, called the suffix-algorithm, produces still good estimators in practice. When samples are generated from a non-blind policy (that depends on past observations given past actions), unbiased estimators are obtained by importance sampling [16]. In previous algorithms [14], PˆT ,H is directly plugged into eq. (3). However, identifying the low dimensional subspace from the noisy matrix PˆT ,H can cause severe errors, if some dimensions needed to explain the dynamics are absent [17]. Moreover, eq. (3) needs an estimate of that subspace size. The lowest is the dimension, the most compact the model will be but one has to account for the quantity of noise in order to select a subspace with an appropriate size. If errors due to sampling are large, searching for a small subspace can lead to large approximation errors, defined as the distance between the true subspace and the learned one. Indeed, some dimensions can be used to model the noise instead of the system dynamics. In this case, a bigger subspace that maps both the system dynamics and a part of the noise will achieve better performance because the noise can be next reduced during regression by means of regularization. The trade off between approximation and estimation errors is handled by solving a rank minimization problem [18].



F ∈IRn×m



≤ δ,



(P1 )



f rob



which is an NP-hard problem. Minimizing the nuclear norm, defined as the sum of the singular values of a matrix, provides a tractable alternative. In some sense [19], problem (P2 ) is the tightest convex relaxation of (P1 ). Let F˜ be the solution of, 



2 1



min µkF k∗ + F − Fˆ , (P2 ) 2 f rob F ∈IRn×m where µ highlights the trade off between ensuring that F˜ is low rank and sticks to observations Fˆ . We propose a close form solution. Considering the SVD of the matrix X of rank r, X = U SV > ,



Σ = diag({σi }1≤i≤r ).



For each τ ≥ 0, we introduce the SVT operator, Dτ (X) = U Dτ (Σ)V > ,



Dτ (Σ) = diag({σi − τ }+ ),



where x+ = max{0, x}. It has been shown [19] that F˜ = Dµ (Fˆ ) achieves the minimum in (P2 ). In the experiments, we took µ = σ2 (Fˆ )/2, as the first dimension often corresponds to normalization. Once the low rank estimators P˜T ,H , P˜T ,ao,H are extracted from ˜ F , we can find the low dimension subspace by plugging them, with PˆH , into eqs. (3) to (6), ˜ , S, ˜ V˜ = SVDl (F˜ ), U ˜1 = U ˜ P˜T ,H e, b > > ˜ ˜ ˜ ∞ = PˆH b (U PT ,H )λ† , ˜ao = U ˜ P˜T ,ao,H (U ˜ P˜T ,H )λ† , ∀ao B where σl is the smallest positive singular value of P˜T ,H and X λ† = (X > X + λI)−1 X > the regularized Moore pseudo-inverse. In the experiments, we performed a grid search on λ and chose λ = 10−7 . In an online setting, we want to regularly update the PSR parameters when new observations are coming in order to improve the quality of predictions. Ideally, one would like to perform one update at each time step. In the experiments, updates are scheduled at regular time intervals. Let superscripts t indicate the variables computed from observations up to time t. After each update, a new subspace is identified and the current belief has to be projected on it. So, in Bayesian filtering (eq. (2)), before multiplying the current predictive



t+1 ˜ t+1> ˜ao state btt with the new matrices B and b , we need to project ∞ it to the new subspace and renormalizing it:



˜ t+1 = b t



˜ tt ˜ t+1> U ˜ tb U , t+1 ˜∞ >U ˜ tt ˜ t+1> U ˜ tb b



˜ t+1 b t+1 =



t+1 ˜ t+1 ˜ao B bt . t+1 t+1 ˜ t+1 ˜∞ >B ˜ao b bt



(7)



˜ t , we recover Indeed, by left multiplying the current belief by U the probabilities of all the tests in T . Then, by left multiplying by ˜ t+1> , we combine linearly these probabilities to obtain the current U belief in the new subspace of tests. However, at each update, a bit of information contained in the belief lies outside the new subspace and is then lost after the projection. That is why, we need to normalize > ˜ t+1 ˜ t+1 in order to ensure that b bt = 1. These procedures introduce ∞ some errors in the belief which will be propagated during filtering. However, Bayesian filtering is able to correct a wrong prior as long as new observations are made. These two effects compete with each other. Fortunately, errors introduced by re-projecting the current belief are related to ||PˆT ,H − PT ,H ||f rob and decrease with time. So, errors in Bayesian filtering will reduce with time. Note that the efficient update algorithm in [20] could be adapted to our case to speed up computation. 4. APPLICATION TO RADAR ILLUMINATIONS In this section we explain how to learn a set (one per radar) of PSRs modeling random illumination patterns, predict the next observation and finally schedule the next frequency band to listen. First, we consider only one radar for the sake of clarity. The observed illumination pattern is modeled as a random process {Ot }, where ot = 1 if an illumination is intercepted at time t and ot = 0 otherwise. We assume that the time step duration is longer than an illumination. Actions are also binary variables. A positive action (at = 1) consists in listening at time t a frequency band covering the radar frequency. In order to get a core set of tests, we have to use long tests and histories. Theoretically, tests and histories longer than a period when concatenated is sufficient. In practice, we used tests and histories whose length are around three times the period. We denote by l(H) (resp. l(T )) the length of histories (resp. tests). Working with long tests or histories increases exponentially the number of tests or histories and so the size of estimated matrices. To keep the problem tractable we use features of tests and histories, > l(H) φH , t = (ot−l(H) , . . . , ot ) ∈ {0, 1}



φTt = (ot+1 , . . . , ot+l(T )+1 )> ∈ {0, 1}l(T ) . Note that, we also removed past and future actions in the features as they represent very few information. During an initialization phase, taken in the experiment of length 2(l(H) + l(T )), no predictions are made and observations are collected through uniform random sampling to estimate the PSR parameters. This initialization phase helps to avoid stability issues with inaccurate estimates introduced by SVD. In practice this initialization could be replaced by using some prior information on the radar. Then, after each c steps, the PSR parameters are updated to include new observations. The new parameters are then used to predict and filter the current belief. During each update, the current belief has to be projected on to the new learnt subspace. At time t, a prediction P (Ot+1 = 1|At+1 = 1, bt ) is made for each radar corresponding to the probability of intercepting an illumination given that we listen at time t + 1 to a right frequency band. Now, we consider K frequency bands. Let Bk be the set



of radars emitting in the k-th frequency band. Let pt (i) be the prediction P (Ot+1 = 1|At+1 = 1, bt ) for the i-th radar. We denote by a ˜t ∈ {1, ..., K} the action corresponding to listening the a ˜t -th frequency band at time t. Thus, for any PSR corresponding to a radar the perceived action is ( 1, if the radar is covered by the frequency band a ˜t at = 0, otherwise. In the planning experiment, the goal is to intercept as many illuminations as possible. So the score is the total number of illuminations intercepted. In an operational context, we could associate weights to radars with little changes. In order to intercept illuminations both to maximize the score (exploiting the learned PSRs parameters) and to learn more accurate PSRs parameters (exploring), we built a stochastic random strategy inspired by works on adversarial bandits [21]. This strategy mixes with the parameter γ a uniform random exploration and an exponentially weighted one-step lookahead exploitation policy. Let T be a parameter, for M radars, the stochastic strategy is  P    (1 − γ) exp Tγ m∈Bk pt (m) γ  P  + . (8) P A˜t = k = P K γ K l=1 exp T m∈Bl pt (m) 5. EXPERIMENTS We designed two experiments. In the first one, we consider only one radar whose illuminations are partially intercepted through a random uniform sampling strategy. At each time step, the radar is sensed with probability p and a prediction on the next observation is made. After the initialization phase, PSR parameters are updated every c = 50 steps. The radar signal is a binary signal with a period of 50 time step. In addition, we corrupt the period with a jitter of 10%. We measure the quality of one-step-ahead predictions learned online from past observations. Results are given in Figure 1 using empirical Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves which represents the detection ratio depending on the false alarm ratio. Detections and false alarms are computed on three parts of the trajectory : (i) on the first half of the trajectory, (ii) on the whole trajectory, (iii) on the second half of the trajectory. The trajectory length is 4000 and the initialization phase equals 300. The curves show that predictions accuracy improves over time by considering the difference between (ii) and (iii). This experiment highlights that detection rate increases when fewer illuminations are missed. This is encouraging for online learning, because we can expect that, by closing the learning planning loop, a good stochastic policy will reduce the number of missed illuminations. In the second experiment, M = 9 radars equally distributed in K = 3 frequency bands are considered. The period of each radar is randomly drawn in [40; 80] according to a uniform distribution. The jitter is set to be 5% of the period. Tests and histories length is 240. During the initialization phase of 480 time steps, bands are drawn uniformly. After, we used the policy described in eq. (8). The length of the trajectory is 10000. The Figure 2 shows the average on radars of the number of detected illuminations on the total number of illuminations depending on the time. Results are averaged on 30 simulations and presented with 95% asymptotic confidence intervals computed from a Normal distribution. The red dotted line correspond to the performance of a uniform strategy. The figure shows that online learning allows a dynamic scheduling strategy that uses past interceptions to both catch more illuminations and learn a
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perform Bayesian filtering with evolving PSR parameters. The first experiment demonstrates the learning performance of our algorithm. While, the second one runs an online learning and planning problem, occurring in ES. Our scanning strategy closed loop improves over time compared with the usual random scheduling.
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Fig. 1. ROC curves for different parameters p. Each curve represents one simulation over the 30 conducted. stochastic model of the environment. In our oversimplified settings, it results in a scanning strategy whose performance improves with time over the uniform random scheduling. mean
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Fig. 2. Detection ratio. The stochastic policy is the one of eq. (8), with γ = 0.2 and T = 0.001.



6. DISCUSSION In this paper, we modeled a sensor management problem, encountered in ES, a sequential decision making problem in a partially observable environment. We especially focused on online learning and planning. Combining recent advances in nuclear norm minimization and consistent spectral learning algorithms, we proposed a new algorithm to learn PSRs and a scanning strategy. Nuclear norm minimization allows adapting the model size to the underlying process and collected samples which is very useful to ensure good performances over time in an online setting. We detailed how to
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